For 1 dimension reduction in l 1 , the method of Cauchy random projections multiplies the original data matrix A ∈ R n×D with a random matrix R ∈ R D×k (k ≪ min(n, D)) whose entries are i.i.d. samples of the standard Cauchy C(0, 1). Because of the impossibility results, one can not hope to recover the pairwise l 1 distances in A from B = AR ∈ R n×k , using linear estimators without incurring large errors. However, nonlinear estimators are still useful for certain applications in data stream computation, information retrieval, learning, and data mining.
Introduction
This paper focuses on dimension reduction in l 1 , in particular, on the method based on Cauchy random projections (Indyk, 2000) , which is special case of linear random projections.
The idea of linear random projections is to multiply the original data matrix A ∈ R n×D with a random projection matrix R ∈ R D×k , resulting in a projected matrix B = AR ∈ R n×k . If k ≪ min(n, D), then it should be much more efficient to compute certain summary statistics (e.g., pairwise distances) from B as opposed to A. Moreover, B may be small enough to reside in physical memory while A is often too large to fit in the main memory.
The choice of the random projection matrix R depends on which norm we would like to work with. Indyk (2000) proposed constructing R from i.i.d. samples of p-stable distributions, for dimension reduction in l p (0 < p ≤ 2). In the stable distribution family (Zolotarev, 1986) , normal is 2-stable and Cauchy is 1-stable. Thus, we will call random projections for l 2 and l 1 , normal random projections and Cauchy random projections, respectively.
In normal random projections (Vempala, 2004) , we can estimate the original pairwise l 2 distances of A directly using the corresponding l 2 distances of B (up to a normalizing constant). Furthermore, the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984) provides the performance guarantee. We will review normal random projections in more detail in Section 2.
For Cauchy random projections, we should not use the l 1 distance in B to approximate the original l 1 distance in A, as the Cauchy distribution does not even have a finite first moment. The impossibility results (Brinkman and Charikar, 2003; Lee and Naor, 2004; Brinkman and Charikar, 2005) have proved that one can not hope to recover the l 1 distance using linear projections and linear estimators (e.g., sample mean), without incurring large errors. Fortunately, the impossibility results do not rule out nonlinear estimators, which may be still useful in certain applications in data stream computation, information retrieval, learning, and data mining. Indyk (2000) proposed using the sample median (instead of the sample mean) in Cauchy random projections and described its application in data stream computation. In this study, we provide three types of nonlinear estimators: the bias-corrected sample median estimator, the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator, and the bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimator. The sample median estimator and the geometric mean estimator are asymptotically equivalent (i.e., both are about 80% efficient as the maximum likelihood estimator), but the latter is more accurate at small sample size k. Furthermore, we derive explicit tail bounds for the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator and establish an analog of the JL Lemma for dimension reduction in l 1 .
This analog of the JL Lemma for l 1 is weaker than the classical JL Lemma for l 2 , as the geometric mean estimator is a non-convex norm and hence is not a metric. Many efficient algorithms, such as some sub-linear time (using super-linear memory) nearest neighbor algorithms (Shakhnarovich et al., 2005) , rely on the metric properties (e.g., the triangle inequality). Nevertheless, nonlinear estimators may be still useful in important scenarios.
• Estimating l 1 distances online
The original data matrix A ∈ R n×D requires O(nD) storage space; and hence it is often too large for physical memory. The storage cost of all pairwise distances is O(n 2 ), which may be also too large for the memory. For example, in information retrieval, n could be the total number of word types or documents at Web scale. To avoid page fault, it may be more efficient to estimate the distances on the fly from the projected data matrix B in the memory.
• Computing all pairwise l 1 distances In distance-based clustering and classification applications, we need to compute all pairwise distances in A, at the cost of time O(n 2 D). Using Cauchy random projections, the cost can be reduced to O(nDk + n 2 k). Because k ≪ min(n, D), the savings could be enormous.
• Linear scan nearest neighbor searching We can always search for the nearest neighbors by linear scans. When working with the projected data matrix B (which is in the memory), the cost of searching for the nearest neighbor for one data point is time O(nk), which may be still significantly faster than the sub-linear algorithms working with the original data matrix A (which is often on the disk).
We briefly comment on coordinate sampling, another strategy for dimension reduction. Given a data matrix A ∈ R n×D , one can randomly sample k columns from A and estimate the summary statistics (including l 1 and l 2 distances). Despite its simplicity, there are two major disadvantages in coordinate sampling. First, there is no performance guarantee. For heavy-tailed data, we may have to choose k very large in order to achieve sufficient accuracy. Second, large datasets are often highly sparse, for example, text data (Dhillon and Modha, 2001 ) and market-basket data (Aggarwal and Wolf, 1999; Strehl and Ghosh, 2000) . Li and Church (2005) and Li et al. (2006a) provide an alternative coordinate sampling strategy, called Conditional Random Sampling (CRS), suitable for sparse data. For non-sparse data, however, methods based on linear random projections are superior.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews linear random projections. Section 3 summarizes the main results for three types of nonlinear estimators. Section 4 presents the sample median estimators. Section 5 concerns the geometric mean estimators. Section 6 is devoted to the maximum likelihood estimators. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Introduction to Linear Random Projections
We give a review on linear random projections, including normal and Cauchy random projections.
Denote the original data matrix by A ∈ R n×D , i.e., n data points in D dimensions. Let
∈ R D be the ith row of A. Let R ∈ R D×k be a random matrix whose entries are i.i.d. samples of some random variable. The projected data matrix B = AR ∈ R n×k . Denote the entries of R by
where R j is the jth column of R. For simplicity, we focus on the leading two rows, u 1 and u 2 , in A, and the leading two rows, v 1 and v 2 , in B. Define {x j } k j=1 to be
If we sample r ij i.i.d. from a stable distribution (Zolotarev, 1986; Indyk, 2000) , then x j 's are also i.i.d. samples of the same stable distribution with a different scale parameter. In the family of stable distributions, normal and Cauchy are two important special cases.
Normal Random Projections
When r ij is sampled from the standard normal, i.e., r ij ∼ N (0, 1), i.i.d., then
because a weighted sum of normals is also normal.
Denote the squared l 2 distance between u 1 and u 2 by
We can estimate d l 2 from the sample squared l 2 distance:
It is easy to show that (e.g., (Vempala, 2004; Li et al., 2006b ))
We would like to bound the error probability Pr
2 pairs among n data points, we need to bound the tail probabilities simultaneously for all pairs. By the Bonferroni union bound, it suffices if
Using (5), it suffices if
Therefore, we obtain one version of the JL lemma:
, then with probability at least 1 − δ, the squared l 2 distance between any pair of data points (among n data points) can be approximated within 1 ± ǫ fraction of the truth, using the squared l 2 distance of the projected data after normal random projections.
Many versions of the JL lemma have been proved (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984; Frankl and Maehara, 1987; Indyk and Motwani, 1998; Arriaga and Vempala, 1999; Dasgupta and Gupta, 2003; Indyk, 2000 Indyk, , 2001 Achlioptas, 2003; Arriaga and Vempala, 2006; Ailon and Chazelle, 2006) .
Note that we do not have to use r ij ∼ N (0, 1) for dimension reduction in l 2 . For example, we can sample r ij from some sub-Gaussian distributions (Indyk and Naor, 2006) , in particular, the following sparse projection distribution:
1 with prob. .
When 1 ≤ s ≤ 3, Achlioptas (2003) proved the JL lemma for the above sparse projection, which can also be shown by sub-Gaussian analysis (Li et al., 2006c) . Recently, Li et al. (2006d) proposed very sparse random projections using s = √ D in (9), based on two practical considerations:
• D should be very large, otherwise there would be no need for dimension reduction.
• The original l 2 distance should make engineering sense, in that the second (or higher) moments should be bounded (otherwise various term-weighting schemes will be applied).
Based on these two practical assumptions, the projected data are asymptotically normal at a fast rate of convergence when s = √ D. Of course, very sparse random projections do not have worst case performance guarantees.
Cauchy Random Projections
In Cauchy random projections, we sample r ij i.i.d. from the standard Cauchy distribution, i.e., r ij ∼ C(0, 1). By the 1-stability of Cauchy (Zolotarev, 1986) , we know that
That is, the projected differences x j = v 1,j − v 2,j are also Cauchy random variables with the scale parameter being the
Recall that a Cauchy random variable z ∼ C(0, γ) has the density
The easiest way to see the 1-stability is via the characteristic function,
for z 1 , z 2 , ..., z D , i.i.d. C(0, γ), and any constants c 1 , c 2 , ..., c D . Therefore, in Cauchy random projections, the problem boils down to estimating the Cauchy scale parameter of C(0, d) from k i.i.d. samples x j ∼ C(0, d). Unfortunately, unlike in normal random projections, we can no longer estimate d from the sample mean (i.e.,
Although the impossibility results (Lee and Naor, 2004; Brinkman and Charikar, 2005) have ruled out estimators that are metrics, there is enough information to recover d from k samples {x j } k j=1 , with a high accuracy. For example, Indyk (2000) proposed using the sample median as an estimator. The problem with the sample median estimator is the inaccuracy at small k and the difficulty in deriving explicit tail bounds needed for determining the sample size k.
This study focuses on deriving better estimators and explicit tail bounds for Cauchy random projections. Our main results are summarized in the next section, before we present the detailed derivations. Casual readers may skip these derivations after Section 3.
Main Results
We propose three types of nonlinear estimators: the bias-corrected sample median estimator (d me,c ), the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator (d gm,c ), and the bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimator (d M LE,c ).d me,c andd gm,c are asymptotically equivalent but the latter is more accurate at small sample size k. In addition, we derive explicit tail bounds ford gm,c , from which an analog of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma for dimension reduction in l 1 follows. Asymptotically, botĥ d me,c andd gm,c are 8 π 2 ≈ 80% efficient compared to the maximum likelihood estimatord M LE,c . We propose accurate approximations to the distribution and tail bounds ofd M LE,c , while the exact closed-form answers are not attainable.
The Bias-corrected Sample Median Estimator
Denoted byd me,c , the bias-corrected sample median estimator iŝ
whered
Here, for convenience, we only consider k = 2m + 1, m = 1, 2, 3, ... Some key properties ofd me,c :
me,c is unbiased.
• When k ≥ 5, the variance ofd me,c is
Var d me,c = ∞ if k = 3.
• As k → ∞,d me,c converges to a normal in distribution
The Bias-corrected Geometric Mean Estimator
Denoted byd gm,c , the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator is defined aŝ
Important properties ofd gm,c include:
• This estimator is a non-convex norm, i.e., the l p norm with p → 0.
• It is unbiased, i.e., E d gm,c = d.
• Its variance is (for k > 2)
• For 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1, its tail bounds can be represented in exponential forms
• These exponential tail bounds yield an analog of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma for dimension reduction in l 1 :
1.5ǫ , then with probability at least 1 − δ, one can recover the original l 1 distance between any pair of data points (among all n data points) within 1± ǫ (0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1) fraction of the truth, usingd gm,c , i.e., |d gm,c − d| ≤ ǫd.
The Bias-corrected Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Denoted byd M LE,c , the bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimator iŝ
whered M LE solves a nonlinear MLE equation
Some properties ofd M LE,c :
• Its asymptotic variance is
i.e.,
• Its distribution can be accurately approximated by an inverse Gaussian, at least in the small deviation range. Based on the inverse Gaussian approximation, we suggest the following approximate tail bound
which has been verified by simulations for the tail probability ≥ 10 −10 range.
The Sample Median Estimators
Recall in Cauchy random projections, B = AR, we denote the leading two rows in A by u 1 , u 2 ∈ R D , and the leading two rows in B by v 1 , v 2 ∈ R k . Our goal is to estimate the
It is easy to show (e.g., Indyk (2000) ) that the population median of |x j | is d. Therefore, it is natural to consider estimating d from the sample median,
As illustrated in the following lemma (proved in Appendix A), the sample median estimator, d me , is asymptotically unbiased and normal. For small samples (e.g., k ≤ 20), however,d me is severely biased.
Lemma 1 The sample median estimator,d me , defined in (27), is asymptotically unbiased and nor-
When k = 2m + 1, m = 1, 2, 3, ..., the r th moment ofd me can be represented as
For simplicity, we only consider k = 2m + 1 when evaluating E d me r .
Once we know E d me , we can remove the bias ofd me usinĝ
where the bias correction factor b me is
b me can be numerically evaluated and tabulated, at least for small k. 2 2. It is possible to express bme as an infinite sum. Note that
is the probability density of a Beta distribution Beta(m + 1, m + 1).
Obviously,d me,c is unbiased, i.e., E d me,c = d. Its variance would be
Of course,d gm,c andd gm are asymptotically equivalent, i.e., Figure 1 plots b me as a function of k, indicating thatd me is severely biased when k ≤ 20. When k > 50, the bias becomes negligible. Note that, because b me ≥ 1, the bias correction not only removes the bias ofd me but also reduces its variance. The sample median is a special case of sample quantile estimators Roll, 1968, 1971 ). For example, one version of the quantile estimators given by McCulloch (1986) would bê
where| x| .75 and| x| .25 are the .75 and .25 sample quantiles of {|x j |} k j=1 , respectively. Our simulations indicate thatd me actually slightly outperformsd or . This is not surprising.d or works for any Cauchy distribution whose location parameter does not have to be zero, whiled me takes advantage of the fact that the Cauchy location parameter is always zero in our case.
The Geometric Mean Estimators
This section derives estimators based on the geometric mean, which are more accurate than the sample median estimators. The geometric mean estimators allow us to derive tail bounds in explicit forms and (consequently) an analog of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma for dimension reduction in l 1 .
Recall, our goal is to estimate d from k i.i.d. samples x j ∼ C(0, d). To help derive the geometric mean estimators, we first study two nonlinear estimators based on the fractional moment, i.e., E(|x| λ ) (|λ| < 1) and the logarithmic moment, i.e, E (log(|x|)), respectively, as presented in Lemma 2. See the proof in Appendix B.
from which we can derive two biased estimators of
whose variances are, respectively,
The term
decreases with decreasing |λ|, reaching a limit
In other words, the variance ofd λ converges to that ofd log as |λ| approaches zero.
Note thatd log can in fact be written as the geometric mean:
d λ is a non-convex norm (l λ ) because λ < 1.d gm is also a non-convex norm (the l λ norm as λ → 0). Bothd λ andd gm do not satisfy the triangle inequality.
We proposed gm,c , the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator. Lemma 3 derives the moments ofd gm,c , proved in Appendix C.
Lemma 3d
gm,c = cos
is unbiased, with the variance (valid when k > 2)
The third and fourth central moments are (for k > 3 and k > 4, respectively)
The higher (third or fourth) moments may be useful for approximating the distribution ofd gm,c . In Section 6, we will show how to approximate the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator by matching the first four moments (in the leading terms). We could apply the similar technique to approximated gm,c . Fortunately, we do not have to do so because we are able to derive the exact tail bounds ofd gm,c in Lemma 4, which is proved in Appendix D.
Lemma 4
where
By restricting 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1, the tail bounds can be written in exponential forms:
An analog of the JL bound for l 1 follows from the exponential tail bounds (51) and (52).
Lemma 5 Usingd gm,c with
1.5ǫ , then with probability at least 1 − δ, the l 1 distance, d, between any pair of data points (among n data points), can be estimated with errors bounded by ±ǫd, i.e., |d gm,c − d| ≤ ǫd.
Remarks on Lemma 5: (1) We can replace the constant "8" in Lemma 5 with better (i.e., smaller) constants for specific values of ǫ. For example, If ǫ = 0.2, we can replace "8" by "5". See the proof of Lemma 4. (2) This Lemma is weaker than the classical JL Lemma for dimension reduction in l 2 as reviewed in Section 2.1. The classical JL Lemma for l 2 ensures that the l 2 inter-point distances of the projected data points are close enough to the original l 2 distances, while Lemma 5 merely says that the projected data points contain enough information to reconstruct the original l 1 distances. On the other hand, the geometric mean estimator is a non-convex norm; and therefore it does contain some information about the geometry. We leave it for future work to explore the possibility of developing efficient algorithms using the geometric mean estimator. Figure 2 presents the simulated histograms ofd gm,c for d = 1, with k = 5 and k = 50. The histograms reveal some characteristics shared by the maximum likelihood estimator we will discuss in the next section:
• Supported on [0, ∞),d gm,c is positively skewed.
• The distribution ofd gm,c is still "heavy-tailed." However, in the region not too far from the mean, the distribution ofd gm,c may be well captured by a gamma (or a generalized gamma) distribution. For large k, even a normal approximation may suffice. , demonstrate that the bias-corrected geometric mean estimatord gm,c is considerably more accurate than the sample median estimatord me . The bias correction ond me considerably reduces the MSE. Note that when k = 3, the ratios are ∞.
The Maximum Likelihood Estimators
This section is devoted to analyzing the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE), which are "asymptotically optimum." In comparisons, the sample median estimators and geometric mean estimators are not optimum. Our contribution in this section includes the higher-order analysis for the bias and moments and accurate closed-from approximations to the distribution of the MLE.
The method of maximum likelihood is widely used. For example, Li et al. (2006b) applied the maximum likelihood method to normal random projections and provided an improved estimator of the l 2 distance by taking advantage of the marginal information.
The Cauchy distribution is often considered a "challenging" example because of the "multiple roots" problem when estimating the location parameter (Barnett, 1966; Haas et al., 1970) . In our case, since the location parameter is always zero, much of the difficulty is avoided.
Recall our goal is to estimate
whose first and second derivatives (w.r.t. d) are
The maximum likelihood estimator of d, denoted byd M LE , is the solution to L ′ (d) = 0, i.e.,
Because L ′′ (d M LE ) ≤ 0,d M LE indeed maximizes the joint likelihood and is the only solution to the MLE equation (56). Solving (56) numerically is not difficult (e.g., a few iterations using the Newton's method). For a better accuracy, we recommend the following bias-corrected estimator:
Lemma 6 concerns the asymptotic moments ofd M LE andd M LE,c , proved in Appendix E. 
The first four moments ofd M LE,c are
The order O 1 k term of the variance, i.e., k , is known, e.g., (Haas et al., 1970) . We derive the bias-corrected estimator,d M LE,c , and the higher order moments using stochastic Taylor expansions (Bartlett, 1953; Shenton and Bowman, 1963; Ferrari et al., 1996; Cysneiros et al., 2001 ).
We will propose an inverse Gaussian distribution to approximate the distribution ofd M LE,c , by matching the first four moments (at least in the leading terms).
A Numerical Example
The maximum likelihood estimators are tested on MSN Web crawl data, a term-by-document matrix with D = 2 16 Web pages. We conduct Cauchy random projections and estimate the l 1 distances between words. In this experiment, we compare the empirical and (asymptotic) theoretical moments, using one pair of words. Figure 4 illustrates that the bias correction is effective and these (asymptotic) formulas for the first four moments ofd M LE,c in Lemma 6 are accurate, especially when k ≥ 20. Web pages. We conduct Cauchy random projections and estimate the l 1 distance between one pair of words using the maximum likelihood estimatord M LE and the bias-corrected versiond M LE,c . Panel (a) plots the biases ofd M LE andd M LE,c , indicating that the bias correction is effective. Panels (b), (c), and (d) plot the variance, third moment, and fourth moment ofd M LE,c , respectively. The dashed curves are the theoretical asymptotic moments. When k ≥ 20, the theoretical asymptotic formulas for moments are accurate.
Approximation Distributions
Theoretical analysis on the exact distribution of a maximum likelihood estimator is difficult. 3 In statistics, the standard approach is to assume normality, which, however, is quite inaccurate. The so-called Edgeworth expansion 4 improves the normal approximation by matching higher moments (Feller, 1971; Bhattacharya and Ghosh, 1978; Severini, 2000) . For example, if we approximate the distribution ofd M LE,c using an Edgeworth expansion by matching the first four moments of d M LE,c derived in Lemma 6, then the errors will be on the order of O k −3/2 . However, Edgeworth expansions have some well-known drawbacks. The resultant expressions are quite sophisticated. They are not accurate at the tails. It is possible that the approximate probability has values below zero. Also, Edgeworth expansions consider the support is (−∞, ∞), whiled M LE,c is non-negative.
We propose approximating the distributions ofd M LE,c directly using some well-studied common distributions. We will first consider a gamma distribution with the same first two (asymptotic) moments ofd M LE,c . That is, the gamma distribution will be asymptotically equivalent to the normal approximation. While a normal has zero third central moment, a gamma has nonzero third central moment. This, to an extent, speeds up the rate of convergence. Another important reason why a gamma is more accurate is because it has the same support asd M LE,c , i.e., [0, ∞).
We will furthermore consider a generalized gamma distribution, which allows us to match the first three (asymptotic) moments ofd M LE,c . Interestingly, in this case, the generalized gamma approximation turns out to be an inverse Gaussian distribution, which has a closed-form probability density. More interestingly, this inverse Gaussian distribution also matches the fourth central moment ofd M LE,c in the O 1 k 2 term and almost in the O 1 k 3 term. By simulations, the inverse Gaussian approximation is highly accurate.
Note that, since we are interested in the very small (e.g., 10 −10 ) tail probability range, O k −3/2 is not too meaningful. For example, k −3/2 = 10 −3 if k = 100. Therefore, we will have to rely on simulations to assess the accuracy of the approximations. On the other hand, an upper bound may hold exactly (verified by simulations) even if it is based on an approximate distribution.
As the related work, Li et al. (2006e) applied gamma and generalized gamma approximations to model the performance measure distribution in some wireless communication channels using random matrix theory and produced accurate results in evaluating the error probabilities.
THE GAMMA APPROXIMATION
The gamma approximation is an obvious improvement over the normal approximation. 5 A gamma distribution, G(α, β), has two parameters, α and β, which can be determined by matching the first two (asymptotic) moments ofd M LE,c . That is, we assume thatd M LE,c ∼ G(α, β), with
tional normality approximation. Unfortunately, we can not take advantage of the conditional analysis because our goal is to determine the sample size k before seeing any samples. 4. The so-called Saddlepoint approximation in general improves Edgeworth expansions (Jensen, 1995) , often very considerably. Unfortunately, we can not apply the Saddlepoint approximation in our case (at least not directly), because the Saddlepoint approximation needs a bounded moment generating function. 5. In normal random projections for dimension reduction in l2, the resultant estimator of the squared l2 distance has a chi-squared distribution (e.g., (Vempala, 2004 , Lemma 1.3)), which is a special case of gamma.
Assuming a gamma distribution, it is easy to obtain the following Chernoff bounds 6 :
where we use ∼ ≤ to indicate that these inequalities are based on an approximate distribution. Note that the distribution ofd M LE /d (and henced M LE,c /d) is only a function of k as shown in (Antle and Bain, 1969; Haas et al., 1970) . Therefore, we can evaluate the accuracy of the gamma approximation by simulations with d = 1, as presented in Figure 5 . Figure 5(a) shows that both the gamma and normal approximations are fairly accurate when the tail probability ≥ 10 −2 ∼ 10 −3 ; and the gamma approximation is obviously better. Figure 5 (b) compares the empirical tail probabilities with the gamma Chernoff upper bound (67)+(68), indicating that these bounds are reliable, when the tail probability ≥ 10 −5 ∼ 10 −6 .
THE INVERSE GAUSSIAN (GENERALIZED GAMMA) APPROXIMATION
The distribution ofd M LE,c can be well approximated by an inverse Gaussian distribution, which is a special case of the three-parameter generalized gamma distribution (Hougaard, 1986; Gerber, 1991) , denoted by GG(α, β, η). Note that the usual gamma distribution is a special case with η = 1.
6. Using the Chernoff inequality (Chernoff, 1952) , we bound the tail probability by Pr (Q > z) = Pr e Qt > e zt ≤ E e Qt e −zt ; and we then choose t that minimizes the upper bound.
If z ∼ GG(α, β, η), then the first three moments are
We can approximate the distribution ofd M LE,c by matching the first three moments, i.e.,
from which we obtain
Taking only the leading term for η, the generalized gamma approximation ofd M LE,c would be
In general, a generalized gamma distribution does not have a closed-form density function although it always has a closed-from moment generating function. In our case, (72) is actually an inverse Gaussian distribution, which has a closed-form density function. Assumingd M LE,c ∼ IG(α, β), with parameters α and β defined in (71), the moment generating function (MGF), the probability density function (PDF), and cumulative density function (CDF) would be (Seshadri, 1993, Chapter 2) (Tweedie, 1957a,b) 
where Φ(.) is the standard normal CDF, i.e., Φ(z) =
2 dt. Here we use ∼ = to indicate that these equalities are based on an approximate distribution.
Assumingd M LE,c ∼ IG(α, β), then the fourth central moment should be
7. The inverse Gaussian distribution was first noted as the distribution of the first passage time of the Brownian motion with a positive drift. It has many interesting properties such as infinitely divisible. Two monographs (Chhikara and Folks, 1989; Seshadri, 1993) Lemma 6 has shown the true asymptotic fourth central moment:
That is, the inverse Gaussian approximation matches not only the leading term, 12d 4 k 2 , but also almost the higher order term, 186d 4 k 3 , of the true asymptotic fourth moment ofd M LE,c . Assumingd M LE,c ∼ IG(α, β), the tail probability ofd M LE,c can be expressed as
, it is easy to show the following Chernoff bounds:
To see (80). Assume z ∼ IG(α, β). Then, using the Chernoff inequality:
whose minimum is exp − αǫ 2 2(1+ǫ) , attained at t = 1 − 1 (1+ǫ) 2 1 2β . We can similarly show (81).
Combining (80) and (81) yields a symmetric bound Figure 6 compares the inverse Gaussian approximation with the same simulations as presented in Figure 5 , indicating that the inverse Gaussian approximation is highly accurate. When the tail probability ≥ 10 −4 ∼ 10 −6 , we can treat the inverse Gaussian as the exact distribution ofd M LE,c . The Chernoff upper bounds for the inverse Gaussian are always reliable in our simulation range (the tail probability ≥ 10 −10 ).
Conclusion
It is well-known that the l 1 distance is far more robust than the l 2 distance against "outliers." There are numerous success stories of using the l 1 distance, e.g., Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) , LARS (Efron et al., 2004) , 1-norm SVM (Zhu et al., 2003) , and Laplacian radial basis kernel (Chapelle et al., 1999; Ferecatu et al., 2004) . The upper bounds are all above the corresponding empirical curves, indicating that our proposed bounds are reliable at least in our simulation range.
Dimension reduction in the l 1 norm, however, has been proved impossible if we use linear random projections and linear estimators. In this study, we propose three types of nonlinear estimators for Cauchy random projections: the bias-corrected sample median estimator, the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator, and the bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimator. Our theoretical analysis has shown that these nonlinear estimators can accurately recover the original l 1 distance, even though none of them can be a metric.
The bias-corrected sample median estimator and the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator are asymptotically equivalent but the latter is more accurate at small sample size. We have derived explicit tail bounds for the bias-corrected geometric mean estimator and have expressed the tail bounds in exponential forms. Using these tail bounds, we have established an analog of the JohnsonLindenstrauss (JL) lemma for dimension reduction in l 1 , which is weaker than the classical JL lemma for dimension reduction in l 2 .
We conduct theoretic analysis on the bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), which is "asymptotically optimum." Both the sample median estimator and the geometric mean estimator are about 80% efficient as the MLE. We propose approximating its distribution by an inverse Gaussian, which has the same support and matches the leading terms of the first four moments of the proposed estimator. Approximate tail bounds have been provide based on the inverse Gaussian approximation. Verified by simulations, these approximate tail bounds hold at least in the ≥ 10 −10 tail probability range.
Although these nonlinear estimators are not metrics, they are still useful for certain applications in (e.g.,) data stream computation, information retrieval, learning and data mining, whenever the goal is to compute the l 1 distances efficiently using a small storage space.
The geometric mean estimator is a non-convex norm (i.e., the l p norm as p → 0); and therefore it does contain some information about the geometry. It may be still possible to develop certain efficient algorithms using the geometric mean estimator by avoiding the non-convexity. We leave this for future work.
The r th moment ofd me would be
(1−t)) = 2 π 1 1−t + ..., by the Taylor expansion. Therefore, in order for E d me r < ∞, we must have m ≥ r.
We complete the proof of Lemma 1.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2
Assume x ∼ C(0, d). The first moment of log(|x|) would be
with the help of the integral tables (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, 3.221.1, 4.251.1) . Thus, given i.i.d. samples x j ∼ C(0, d), j = 1, 2, ..., k, a nonlinear estimator of d would bê
We can derive another nonlinear estimator from E |x| λ , |λ| < 1. Using the integral tables (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, 3.221 .1), we obtain
from which a nonlinear estimator follows immediatelŷ
Both nonlinear estimatorsd log andd λ are biased. The leading terms of their variances can be obtained by the Delta Method (Shao, 2003, Corollary 1.1) .
With the help of (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, 4.261 .10), we obtain E log 2 (|x|) = log
Thus,
By the Delta Method, the asymptotic variance ofd log should be
Similarly, the asymptotic variance ofd λ is
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 3
Assume that x 1 , x 2 , ...,
is unbiased, because, from Lemma 2,
The variance is
because
Some more algebra can similarly show the third and fourth central moments:
Therefore, we have completed the proof of Lemma 3.
Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 4
This section proves the tail bounds ford gm,c . Note thatd gm,c does not have a moment generating
However, we can still use the Markov moment bound. 8 For any ǫ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ t < k, the Markov inequality says
which can be minimized by choosing the optimum t = t * 1 , where
8. In fact, even when the moment generating function does exist, for any positive random variable, the Markov moment bound is always sharper than the Chernoff bound, although the Chernoff bound will be in an exponential form. See Philips and Nelson (1995); Lugosi (2004) .
We need to make sure that 0 ≤ t * 1 < k. t * 1 ≥ 0 because log cos(.) ≤ 0; and t * 1 < k because tan −1 (.) ≤ π 2 , with equality holding only when k → ∞. For 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1, we can prove an exponential bound for Pr d gm,c ≥ (1 + ǫ)d . First of all, note that we do not have to choose the optimum t = t * 1 . By the Taylor expansion, for small ǫ, t * 1 can be well approximated by
Therefore, taking t = t * * 1 = 4kǫ π 2 , the tail bound becomes
The last step in (107) needs some explanations. First, by the Taylor expansion,
Therefore, we can seek the smallest constant γ 1 so that
It is easy to see that as ǫ → 0, γ 1 → π 2 2 . Figure 7 (a) illustrates that it suffices to let γ 1 = 8, which can be numerically verified. This is why the last step in (107) holds. Of course, we can get a better constant if (e.g.,) ǫ = 0.5.
Now we need to show the other tail bound Pr
which is minimized at t = t *
provided k ≥ π 2 8ǫ , otherwise t * 2 may be less than 0. Again, t * 2 can be replaced by its approximation
provided k ≥ , we have to restrict k to be larger than a certain value. For no particular reason, we like to express the restriction as k ≥ π 2 γ 2 ǫ , for some constant γ 2 . We find k ≥ π 2 1.5ǫ suffices, although readers can verify that a slightly better (smaller) restriction would be k ≥ ) as a function of ǫ. Graphically, we know that it suffices to use a constant 8 in (107) and (113). The optimal constant will be different for different ǫ. For example, if ǫ = 0.2, we could replace the constant 8 by a constant 5. Therefore, we obtain
General formulas for the bias and higher moments of the MLE are available in (Bartlett, 1953; Shenton and Bowman, 1963) . We need to evaluate the expressions in (Shenton and Bowman, 1963, 16a-16d) , involving tedious algebra:
Var 
where, after re-formatting,
We will neglect most of the algebra. To help readers verifying the results, the following formula we derive may be useful: 
Without giving the detail, we report 
Thus, we obtain
1 k bias, we recommend the bias-corrected estimator
whose first four moments are
by brute-force algebra. First, it is obvious that
Then
We can evaluate the higher central moments ofd M LE,c similarly, but we skip the algebra. Therefore, we have completed the proof for Lemma 6.
